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Abstract: Neurosarcoidosis is an uncommon and multi-
form clinical entity. Its presentation as an isolated long-
itudinal extensive transverse myelitis (LETM) is rare and
challenging to identify. We report a case of LETM in a 60-
year-old patient with no significant systemic symptoms
nor relevant medical history. The peculiar spinal mag-
netic resonance imaging finding characterized by a pos-
terior and central canal subpial contrast enhancement,
the so-called “trident sign,” together with chest com-
puted tomography scan and lymph node biopsy led to
the diagnosis of sarcoidosis. We also discuss the main
differential diagnoses of LETM and therapeutic options
for sarcoidosis-related myelitis.
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1 Introduction

Longitudinal extensive transverse myelitis (LETM) is
defined as a spinal cord lesion extending seamlessly
over three or more vertebral segments on spinal mag-
netic resonance imaging (MRI) [1]. LETM is a character-
istic feature of neuromyelitis optica (NMO), but can also
occur in other conditions affecting the central nervous
system (CNS) [2]. Dysimmune demyelinating disorders like
acute disseminated encephalomyelitis (ADEM), autoim-
mune glial fibrillary acidic protein astrocytopathy, and
multiple sclerosis can occur as long-segment myelitis;
non-inflammatory insults leading to extensive myelopa-
thies include spinal cord compression, artero-venous mal-
formations, and spinal infarction, and need to be differ-
entiated from inflammatory myelitis. Systemic diseases
with secondary involvement of the CNS need to be consid-
ered as well. Among them, rheumatologic disorders such
as systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), Behcet’s disease,
and sarcoidosis can involve both brain and spinal cord.
Occasionally, neurologic involvement may represent the
only sign of those diseases, whose identification and accu-
rate diagnosis remains a challenging issue.

We report the case of a patient presenting with a
longitudinally extensive myelitis as the exclusive symptom
of sarcoidosis, and discuss the spectrum of differential
diagnosis of LETM, the main MRI features and clinical
clues that can orientate the diagnostic process, and pro-
vide an overview of the current treatment options.

2 Case report

A 60-year-old man with no relevant past medical history
was admitted to our department for the appearance of
pain in the right hemi-abdomen, followed by paresthe-
sias in the lower limbs and in the trunk. The neurological
examination revealed pyramidal signs, with brisk deep
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tendon reflexes at the lower limbs, ankle clonus, and
bilateral Babinski sign.

Cervical and dorsal spine MRI showed a hyperinten-
sity area extended from C5 to D2 on T2-weighted images,
involving both the gray and white matter. Post-contrast
scans revealed inhomogeneous enhancement of the
lesion, distributed both in the dorsal subpial space
and inside the central canal (Figure 1). Brain MRI resulted
negative.

Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) analysis showed mildly ele-
vated protein level (48mg/dL)with normal glycorrhachia
and no cells. Oligoclonal bands were absent. Anti-AQP4
and anti-MOG antibodies in serum, tested through a cell-
based assay (CBC), were not detected. To exclude para-
neoplastic etiology, a total body computed tomography
(CT) was performed. Despite the complete absence of
respiratory symptoms, the thoracic CT scan showed mul-
tiple enlarged lymph nodes with central colliquation in
mediastinal and hilar stations (Figure 2). The histological
analysis conducted on the transbronchial needle biopsy
demonstrated granulomatous lymphadenitis with non-
caseating granulomas supportive for the diagnosis of sar-
coidosis. Based on the criteria proposed by Zajicek et al.,
our patient fitted the criteria of probable neurosarcoi-
dosis (NS) [3].

The patient was treated with high doses of intrave-
nous corticosteroid therapy for 5 days (methylpredniso-
lone 1 g per day) and after discharge with tapering doses
of oral corticosteroids starting from prednisone 50mg per
day with slow reduction until suspension after 9 months.
A newMRI of the cervical and dorsal spine was performed
6 weeks later showing the almost complete disappear-
ance of the inflammatory lesion and the absence of con-
trast enhancement (Figure 1). Mycophenolate mofetil was

Figure 1: (a–d) Spinal MRI at clinical onset. (b) Sagittal T2-weighted image showing the hyperintense lesion extending from C5 to D2
(asterisks); (c) Sagittal T1 post-contrast sequence showing posterior subpial contrast enhancement (asterisks). Axial T1 post-contrast (a)
and t2-weighted (d) sequences at symptoms’ onset showing the “trident sign” (asterisk). (e and f) spinal MRI 6 months after treatment.
Sagittal T2-weighted (e) and T1 post-contrast (f) sequences showing an almost complete disappearance of the spinal lesion.

Figure 2: Axial chest CT scan showing bilateral hilar adenopathy
(asterisks).
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added 3 months later. A thoracic CT scan performed 1
year later showed the reduction in the mediastinal and
hilar lymph nodes. No clinical or radiological relapses
were reported in the two following years.

Ethical approval: The research related to human use has
been complied with all the relevant national regulations,
institutional policies and in accordance with the tenets
of the Helsinki Declaration, and has been approved by
the authors’ institutional review board or equivalent
committee.

Informed consent: Informed consent has been obtained
from all individuals included in this study.

3 Discussion

Sarcoidosis is a multisystem granulomatous disorder
characterized by the presence of non-caseating granu-
lomas in the involved organs. It is diffused worldwide,
and its prevalence varies from 1–5 per 100,000 in the Far
East to 140–160 per 100,000 in Sweden and Canada [4].

The involvement of CNS establishes a picture of NS,
which occurs in approximately 5–16% of patients affected
by sarcoidosis [5]. NS can arise with a wide variety of
clinical presentations, most commonly cranial and per-
ipheral neuropathy, aseptic meningitis, and psychiatric
symptoms. The diagnosis of NS is established by the
clinical syndrome, imaging and histopathological find-
ings, and exclusion of other causes. There are no spe-
cific laboratory findings and CSF analysis shows in
most cases an increase in cell count and protein levels
(58–63% of cases of NS in one meta-analysis), while
hypoglycorrhachia is infrequently seen (14% of cases)
[6].

Moreover, CSF abnormalities can be more pronounced
in patients with diffuse leptomeningeal enhancement on
MRI [7].

Neurologic symptoms, including LETM, may be the
presenting feature of sarcoidosis in one-half of indivi-
duals with sarcoidosis [8]. Approximately 75% of patients
with systemic sarcoidosis who develop NS will do so
within 2 years of sarcoidosis diagnosis [9].

NS presentation as LETM is a rare occurrence, with
an incidence estimated at 0.43–1% of all patients with
sarcoidosis [10,11]. It represents an important diagnostic
challenge since it mimics other inflammatory or non-
inflammatory neurologic diseases, such as NMO, multiple
sclerosis (MS), spinal cord tumors, and arteriovenous

fistulas, and sometimes occurs in the absence of other
evocative systemic symptoms of sarcoidosis.

LETM refers to a subtype of acute transverse myelitis
appearing at the MRI as a continuous lesion of at least
three vertebral segments in length. When coping with
longitudinally extensive myelitis, a detailed history and
a thorough physical examination are indispensable
(Table 1). The location and length of the lesion on
MRI are important discriminators with etiologic and
prognostic significance.

LETM is typically associated with neuromyelitis optica
spectrum disorders (NMOSD), as it represents the inau-
gural form of the disease in a high proportion of patients
and also it is one of its diagnostic criteria [12]. In a high
percentage of patients affected by NMOSD, antibodies
against aquaporin-4 (anti-AQP4) or, less frequently, for
myelin oligodendrocyte glycoprotein (anti-MOG) can be
detected in the serum [13]. The typical imaging findings
of the NMOSD-associated LETM include central lesions,
frequently located in the thoracic cord [14], enhancing
in post-contrast images with a patchy, ring-like, or open
ring pattern. “Bright spotty lesions” in axial T2-weighted
images have been described as relatively specific for dis-
tinguishing NMO from other entities including MS [15,16].
In MOG-IgG-associated myelitis (MOGAD), the involve-
ment of the conus medullaris is more frequent than in
anti-AQP4-associated NMO; moreover, in MOGAD, con-
trast enhancement of the lesions is less common, but if
present, it is very characteristic to find a distinctive H
pattern [17].

Despite the strong association between LETM and
NMOSD, a variety of other different conditions may pre-
sent with LETM [1]. MS is the most common cause of short
segment myelitis and attention must be paid to the cases
of coalescent multiple short T2 lesions, which may be
misinterpreted as LETM on sagittal images. In those
cases, axial images are useful to distinguish the adjacent,
discrete lesions. When occurring as LETM, MS lesions are
usually located in the cervical cord with a peripheral,
mostly dorso-lateral distribution and this finding favors
MS rather than NMOSD [18,19]. Extensive myelitis can
also occur as part of an ADEM, often following an infec-
tion or vaccination. Recently, cases of LETM associated
with SARS-CoV-2 infection have been described, both as
para-infectious or post-infectious acute myelitis [20]. In
addition, a few cases of LETM following anti-COVID vac-
cination have been described [21,22]. Paraneoplastic syn-
dromes can also present as extensive myelitis that often
precedes the diagnosis of cancer. In those cases, a typical
MRI feature is the so-called “owl eye,” which refers to the
symmetrical enhancement of the dorsal and lateral
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Table 1: Differential diagnosis of LETM

Disease LETM
frequency

MRI features Other diagnostic clues

NMOSD 62–85% [17] Central lesions, frequently located in the
thoracic cord [14]. Bright spotty lesions in T2
axial scans and lens-shaped pattern of
enhancement on sagittal images

History of recurrent optic neuritis or myelitis,
VEP, AQP4/MOG on serum

MS Unusual [40] Peripheral lesions frequently located in the
cervical cord [18]. Patchy, nodular, or ring-
shaped enhancement in acute phases,
usually resolving within 2 months. Confluent
short lesions may be misinterpreted as LETM

Ovoidal white matter lesions in suggestive
areas [41]; OCB in CSF; clinical or radiological
evidence of dissemination in space and time

ADEM up to 33% [42] Gray-white matter involvement with
tumefactive appearance

More prevalent in children; temporal relation
with a vaccination or infection; evidence of
encephalopathy; leukocytosis on CSF

Paraneoplastic
myelitis

Rare T2 hyperintensities of the dorsal and lateral
columns in axial scans; symmetrical
enhancement in post-contrast scans (“owl
eye” sign) [23].

Systemic symptoms or signs of malignancy;
body CT scan; serum and CSF onconeural
antibody panel. SCLC, thymoma, breast, ovary,
and endometrium cancer more often involved.

Compressive
myelopathy

Rare Lesions often involve cervical cord, and show
a pancake-like focal enhancement; spine
lesions are associated with degenerative disk
disease

History of trauma or osteo-disk arthrosis;
gradual onset of symptoms; scarce response to
corticosteroids

DAVF Rare T2-hyperintense lesions with diffuse edema
more often located in the thoracolumbar cord
[43]; involvement of the conus medullaris in
up to 90% of cases because of orthostasis;
presence of flow voids; patchy intramedullary
enhancement and serpentine enhancing
veins on the cord surface

Usually elderly men; symptoms worsen with
erect posture or Valsalva maneuvre

Spinal cord
infarction

Rare cause of
stroke [44]

Anterior spinal artery (Adamkiewicz artery):
on axial scans snake-eyes sign; symmetric
circular or ovoid foci of T2 hyperintensity in
the anterior horns of the spinal cord; on
sagittal scans pencil-like sign: vertical linear
high T2 hyperintensity. Posterior spinal
arteries: usually unilateral lesions confined
to the dorsal columns [45]. DWI restriction
may be limited by CSF flow artefact

Acute onset risk factors for atherosclerosis,
cardioembolism, history of hypertension,
aortic surgery, or acute disc herniation

Neuro-Behçet’s 10–18% [46] T2 hyperintense lesions at the cervico-
medullary or ponto-medullary junctions,
associated with vasogenic edema; moderate
patchy enhancement

Recurrent oral aphthae, genital ulcers,
arthritis, uveitis, thrombophlebitis; pathergy
test; chest and joint radiographs; detection of
HLA-B51

NS 0.43–1% [27] Smooth or nodular leptomeningeal
enhancement with patchy peripheral cord
enhancement; trident sign: combination of
linear dorsal subpial enhancement
associated with central canal contrast uptake
in axial sequences. Persistence of
enhancement beyond 3 months (vs MS)

Chest RX or CT: enlarged lymph nodes within
mediastinal and hilar stations; increased
serum and CSF ACE level (not pathognomonic)
Systemic involvement: erythema nodosum,
arrhythmias, uveitis, IBD-like disorders, blood
dyscrasia

LETM: longitudinally extensive transverse myelitis; NMOSD: neuromyelitis optica spectrum disorders; VEP: visual evoked potentials; AQP4:
aquaporin 4; MOG: myelin oligodendrocyte glycoprotein; OCB: oligoclonal bands; CSF: cerebrospinal fluid; ADEM: acute demyelinating
encephalomyelitis; SCLC: small cells lung cancer; DWI: diffusion weighted imaging; ACE: angiotensin converting enzyme; MS: multiple
sclerosis; IBD: inflammatory bowel disease; MRI: magnetic resonance imaging; DAVF: dural arteriovenous fistulas; NS: neurosarcoidosis;
RX: radiography; CT: computerized tomography.
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columns, evident in the axial view. Anti-amphiphysin
and anti-collapsin response mediator protein 5 immuno-
globulin G (IgG) are the most frequent neural autoantibo-
dies associated with paraneoplastic myelopathies being
most commonly associated with small cell lung cancer
and breast cancer. Paraneoplastic myelitis associated
with anti-glutamic acid decarboxylase, ANNA-1, and
anti-Yo antibodies have also been described [23].

As for non-inflammatory causes, subacute or chronic
compressive myelopathy, often secondary to cervical
spondylosis [24], is a rather common cause of focal mye-
lopathy. More rarely, a vast stenosis involving multiple
vertebral segments may resemble an extensive myelitis
on MRI. A “pancake-like” focal enhancement, due to the
disruption of the blood–brain barrier at the point of max-
imal stenosis, may be evocative of compressive myelitis.

Moreover, vascular abnormalities like dural arterio-
venous fistulas (DAVF), typically located in the thoraco-
lumbar region, can mimic an inflammatory myelopathy.
They can be revealed by the detection of “flow voids” on
the surface of the caudal spinal cord in T2 weighted MRI,
reflecting dilated veins [25]. Infectious causes of exten-
sive myelitis include borreliosis and, more rarely, tuber-
culosis and cryptococcosis. In the differential diagnosis,
neoplastic causes like CNS lymphomas should also be
considered.

Systemic autoimmune diseases, such as SLE and
Sjӧgren syndrome can affect the CNS and cause myelitis.
Behcet’s disease is rarely associated with longitudinal
cord lesions and more often they are located at the cer-
vical-medullary or pontomedullary junctions [26].

Alike sarcoidosis, the imaging spectrum for spinal
sarcoidosis is wide, but most commonly includes smooth
or nodular leptomeningeal enhancement with patchy
peripheral cord enhancement, due to inflammatory infil-
tration of the perivascular spaces. Isolated involvement
of the spinal cord is rare (<0.5% of sarcoidosis cases) and
linear dorsal subpial enhancement can be present at the
MRI [27,28]. A combination of linear dorsal subpial and
central canal enhancement in axial sequences depicts the
so-called trident sign. This peculiar MRI feature is now
widely accepted as a clue sign of spinal cord sarcoidosis
and may offer valuable support in doubtful cases [29]. In
this regard, it is indicative in the case reported by Jolliffe
et al., who described a patient affected by LETM initially
diagnosed as NMOSD because of a positive ELISA testing
for anti-AQP4 IgG, but in whom detection of the trident
sign in the spinal MRI finally led to the corrected diag-
nosis of spinal cord sarcoidosis [30].

When managing extensive myelitis, pharmacological
treatment should be guided by the underlying etiology.

Except for some patients with incidental and asymp-
tomatic hilar/mediastinal lymphadenopathy (who still
require strict monitoring), sarcoidosis management requires
the prompt initiation of pharmacological treatment with
steroids eventually associated with immunomodulatory
drugs, especially in case of extra-pulmonary involve-
ment [31]. To date, treatment of sarcoidosis is largely
guided by small, uncontrolled trials and expert con-
sensus, due to the rarity of the disease and the hetero-
geneity of clinical presentation [32].

The question of whether the involvement of specific
organs may respond to a particular steroid-sparing
agent is not wholly clear, and generally extrapulmonary
sarcoidosis is treated with the same algorithms as pul-
monary sarcoidosis [31]. Corticosteroids are considered
first-line treatment for all types of sarcoidosis, at a starting
dosage of 20–40mg of prednisone per day with higher
doses in cases of severe NS or severe damage of other
organs [33].

Corticosteroid-sparing medications like methotrexate,
azathioprine, leflunomide, and mycophenolate may be
added in chronic or particularly aggressive forms. Early
use of TNF inhibitors like infliximab should be also con-
sidered following the report of their significant effective-
ness [34]. Mycophenolate mofetil was the therapy chosen
in our patient; it has demonstrated to be effective for NS
with central involvement and to have a better tolerability
profile than other immunosuppressive options in one
series [35]. Duration of therapy, whether with corticoster-
oids alone or in association with other immunosuppres-
sive treatment, is generally recommended approximately
for 1 year, based on data suggesting an increased risk of
relapse with shorter courses [36]. A dual therapy encom-
passing both glucocorticoids and other immunosup-
pressants seems to be particularly important to prevent
neurologic relapses [37,38].

Altogether sarcoidosis treatment is complex and non-
standardized for clinicians and patients, thus an inter-
professional approach is indispensable to tailor the best
therapy for each patient, depending on organ involve-
ment, drug toxicity profile, and individual tolerability.

4 Conclusion

The low prevalence of spinal cord sarcoidosis, the wide
range of possible differential diagnosis and the absence
of symptomatic systemic involvement often make it chal-
lenging to identify this condition, leading to delay in
diagnosis and treatment with an increase in morbidity.
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Adjunctive laboratory tests may not be reliable, since
many of the possible findings are not specific nor ade-
quately sensitive (e.g., increased protein level or pleocy-
tosis in CSF and ACE enzyme increase in serum).

There are no definitive diagnostic features of NS on
imaging, but the experience reported in our patient, in
accordance with current literature, demonstrates that in
the presence of an isolated transverse myelitis, it is worth
extending clinical assessment to other organs, in search
of systemic diseases. MRI features, namely, the enhance-
ment pattern presented by a spinal lesion, constitute an
important clue to direct the diagnostic process [39]. The
trident sign is by now a precious hint to raise suspicion
of NS.

Conflict of interest: Authors state no conflict of interest.

Data availability statement: The datasets generated during
and/or analyzed during the current study are available
from the corresponding author on reasonable request.
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